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We approach our third century as a nation
determined to preserve for our children and the
world in which they live those same rights that
brought about our Declaration of Independence
200 years ago: life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. However, we know that preserving alone
will not be enough; our children must understand
the personal and social significance of the ideals
upon which this country was built, and they must
be taught to accept the responsibilities that go with
the rights their ancestors declared an independence
for. Otherwise, what we preserve today will rot in
the hands of the ignorant tomorrow or wither and
die on a day no one will remeint,-.

As Alexis de Tocqueville observed in 1831 after
his famous visit to our country, "They [the
Americans] have a lively faith in the perfectibility
of man; they judge that the diffusion of knowledge
must necessarily be advantageous, and the conse-
quences of ignorance fatal." I believe that if this
man who is credited with making* the first system-
atic analysis of our democracy were to make a
similar analysis today, his generalizations about our
form of government would be very much the same.
We believe, as the author of our Declaration of
Independence believed: "He who expects a nation
to be both ignorant and free, in a state of
civilization, expects what never was and never can
be."

In his book Democracy in America, de Tocque-
ville also wrote that we Americans "consider
society as a body in a state of improvement,
humanity as a changing scene in which nothing is,
or ought to be, permanent." I believe that observa-
tion is still basically correct. When our people's
basic concern was carving out a nation in the
wilderness, the schools were called upon to teach
children to read and write and compute but not
much more. When the need was to train minds for
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a technological society, our schools expanded to
meet that need as well, with a special emphasis
given to the natural sciences. But the times have
changed, and if our schools are to continue to
prepare our children for the future, they must be
changed to provide an education with new em-
phases.

The Report of the California Commission for
Reform of Intermediate and Secondary Education
identified the problem facing us in public edu-
cation in this way:

Because public schools have always mirrored the
prevailing culture and times, schools everywhere reflect a
troubled society and a troubled youth. Schools today
are serving a markedly different kind of young person
than they were serving a decade or two ago. They are
serving adolescents who have been shaped by upheaval in
the home, community, and broader society.

A few sentences later the report focuses on the
major problems facing our youth: "Young people
now are confronted with confusing and compli-
cated social problems and turmoil that earlier
generations never encountered." The report cites
these specific problems: "skyrocketing" divorces,
low voting records, increased alcoholism, mounting
suicide rate, sixfold increase in drug arrests from
1964 to 1973, child abuse of alarming proportions,
venereal disease of almost epidemic proportions,
and a $10 million annual destruction of schools by
vandals.

As alarming as the eight problems jt 3t cited are
to the future of our society, the ninth and tenth
problems cited bother me even more: a 50 percent
increase in the high school dropout rate since 1970
and low performance in writing and language skills
by high school seniors. I say that because I believe,
as de Tocqueville observed, the consequences of
ignorance to our democracy are fatal. I must
conclude that our failure to graduate one out of
every six students entering the nil-1th grade de-
mands our immediate attentionour most creative
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thinking. Our children will not solve the problems
of their day without the intellectual tools they
must have to deal with the complicated social
problems they will surely face.

As we look at the statistics of social disorder,
including those of our schools, as we try to give
meaning to the change that abounds around us,
and as we attempt to understand and control our
emotions, prejudices, and fears, we open doors of
thinking, use tools of thought, and touch emo-
tional levels that earlier generations neither needed
nor would have understood. Yet, it seems to me we
must be willing to walk these avenues to a human
frontier that will help us uncover for ourselves and
our children the mysteries of the social sciences
just as we uncovered the mysteries of the atom and
the moon. Our success or failure in solving the
social problems will ultimately determine our
survival as a human race.

I am therefore pleased at what I find in this new
framework for social sciences education in Cali-
fornia, and I congratulate all of those responsible
for its development. The focus is on people and
their needs as they relate to the larger society. The
focus is on thought and action geared to preserving
that which is good and progressing toward that
which is better. The focus is on an education that
helps students act with responsibility as participat-
ing members of a democratic society. I commend
this document to you who have responsibility for
reshaping a social sciences education that will, in
the words of the framework itself, "develop
responsible citizens who will in turn preserve and
continue to advance progress toward a just
society."

Superintendent of Public Instruction
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The central purpose of social sciences education is to develop responsible citizens
who will preserve and continue to advance progress toward a just society.
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Introduction

The central purpose of social sciences education is to develop responsible citizens who will in turn
preserve and continue to advance progress toward a just society.

In recommending this Social Sciences Education
Framework for California Public Schools, the
California State Board of Education intends to
provide maximum freedom and flexibility for local
school districts to develop their programs in ways
that are most effective for their students and
communities. However, this freedom and flexi-
bility are to be exercised within the requirements
set forth in the Education Code, the administrative
regulations of the California State Department of
Education, the mandates of the State Board of
Education, and the goals and objectives recom-
mended in this framework.

Education Code sections 8501 through 8576
contain certain course requirements affecting social
sciences education. According to these require-
ments, instruction in the social sciences must
provide a foundation for understanding the
following:

History, resources, development, and govern-
ment of California and the United States of
America

Development of the American economic system
Man's relations to his human and natural envi-

ronment, including the wise use of natural
resources

Eastern and Western cultures and civilizations
Contemporary issues
Role and contributions of women, American

Negroes, American Indians, Asian Americans,
Mexican Americans, and other ethnic groups
to the economic, political, and social develop-
ment of California and the United States,
with particular emphasis to be placed. on the
roles of these groups in contemporary society

11
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Education Code sections 9240 through 9246
also specify certain content requirements affecting
social sciences education. According to these re-
quirements, a school district governing board must
adopt only those instructional materials that, in its
determination, accurately portray the following:

Contributions of men and women in all types of
roles, including professional, vocational, and
executive roles

Role and contributions of American Indians,
American Negroes, Mexican Americans, Asian
Americans, and members of other ethnic and
cultural groups to the total development of
California and the United States

Role and contributions of the entrepreneur and
labor in the total development of California
and the United States

Place of human beings in ecological systems and
the necessity for the protection of the envi-
ronment

Effects on the human system of the use of
tobacco, alcohol, narcotics, and restricted
dangerous drugs

A school district governing board may not adopt
instructional materials that, in its determination,
contain (1) any matter reflecting adversely upon
persons because of their race, color, creed, national
origin, ancestry, sex, or occupation; or (?) .1,ny
sectarian or denominational doctrine or propa-
ganda contrary to law. In addition, the instruc-
tional materials must be accurate.

In January, 1973, the California State Board of
Education mandated that the Handbook on the
Legal Rights and Responsibilities of School Per-
sonnel and Students in the Areas of Moral and
Civic Education and Teaching About Religion be
incorporated into this framework. This Board
policy statement, which affirms the necessity of
educating youth for civic competence, has been
deeply imbedded within this framework. The
central ideas of the handbook are to be found in
the development of the concepts of citizenship,
morality, social control, conflict, justice, freedom,
diversity, authority, and property and in studies
which focus on Goal III (Diversity), Goal IV
(Values), and Goal V (Social Participation).

2

In response to the concern of the State Board of
Education, a statement on human origins is in-
cluded in the discussion section of Goal III.
Guidance is presented to the teacher in dealing
with this matter.

In an attempt to provide a foundation on which
the State Department of Education, 'offices of
county superintendents of schools, and school
districts can develop effective educational pro-
grams in the social sciences, certain basic ideas are
dealt with in this publication:

1. Philosophy of social sciences education in
California

2. Goals of social sciences education:
a. Conceptsinterdisciplinary and disciplinary
b. Skillsintellectual, work-study, valuing,

and social participation
c. Diversity
d. Social values
e. Social participation

3. Program goals for Idndergarteri and grades one
through twelve

4. Illustrative level objectives for kindergarten
through grade three; grades four through six;
grades seven and eight; and grades nine
through twelve

The reader of this publication should be aware
that this framework is not a course of study.
Implementation materials will be prepared under
the guidance of the State Department of Education
so that courses of study appropriate. to the student
and the community can be developed at the school
district level.

This recommended framework is presented as
the following:

The policy statement of the California State
Board of Education for social sciences educa-
tion in California public schools, kindergarten
through grade twelve
The base upon which sound criteria for
adoption of instructional materials may be
written
The framework within which school district
curricula may be designed

12



Goals
of Social Sciences Education in California

In kindergarten through grade twelve, students
will be provided programs in the social sciences
which will be directed toward the achievement of
civic competence. The social sciences programs will
be planned to:

I. Enable students to develop understandings
based on data, generalizations, and intr.-
disciplinary and disciplinary concepts dra',. _.
from the various social sciences, including
anthropology, economics, geography, his-
tory, political science, psychology, and so-
ciology.

II. Enable students to develop and practice a
variety of intellectual and work-study skills
appropriate to the social sciences.

III. Enable and encourage students to under-
stand and respect individual and cultural
differences and similarities.

IV. Enable students to reflect on society's
values and encourage each individual to
develop and clarify a personal set of values.

V. Enable students to participate in activities
in the society as individuals and as members
of groups.

These goals will be implemented through se-
lected studies of human experience in American
cultures and societies, both within the United
States and the other Americas; European societies;
African societies; Asian societies; Middle Eastern
societies; and other societies in the Pacific region.
Such studies will stress an interdisciplinary focus in
kindergarten through grade eight and may be both
interdisciplinary and disciplinary in structure in
grades nine through twelve.

13 3



The individual 'wads shit skills of acquiring and valickoing knowledge.
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philosophy of Social Sciences' Education in California

The philosophy of social sciences education in
California is as follow3:

To function effectively in society, the indi-
vidual needs a breadth of knowledge about
human social situations that exceeds imme-
diate experience. The individual needs an
awareness of the ways in which other men
and women have derived answers to the
crucial questions of human existence. The
individual needs the skills of acquiring and
validating knowledge.

As participating members of a democratic
society, men and women must know how to
cope with social problems and to use reason,
evidence, and judgment. They must be able to
act with responsibility and to accept and to
respect the rights and dignity of others. The
individual must have a well - developed value
system and be willing to act upon it, either
independently or as a member of a group.
Social sciences instruction designed for use in
the public schools in California should help
young people to grow into such men and
women.

Adopted courses and instructional materials
should reflect the principles of learning; the
levels of pupil maturity; the significance of all
the major cultures, including their social
institutions and values; various teaching meth-
ods; individual, group, and community dif-
ferences; and the legal and educational
requirements of California.

5
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1 To function effectively in society, the individual needs a breadth of
knowledge that exceeds immediate experience.
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program Goals and Illustrative Objectives

This framework is intended to give guidance to
those responsible for the design of social sciences
education programs for kindergarten 'through grade
twelve.

The overall objectives for this grade span are
stated in the form of program goals. The grade
spans specified are kindergarten through grade
three, grades four through six, grades seven and
eight, and grades nine through twelve. Kinder-
garten through grade three has recently been
determined by law in California as the focus of
programs in early childhood education (ECE). This
grade span has long. been considered by many
educators as the kindergarten and primary years.
With the emergence of the middle school, the
division of schools by grade span has become more
diverse. In some school districts grades four
through six are still a part of the elementary
school, and in other districts grades five through
eight are located in a middle school. Many inter-
mediate schools made up of grades seven and eight
still remain. The grade spans used in this publica-
tion were selected because they make possible
reasonable instructional statements.

Illustrative level objectives are presented for
each of the grade spans. These objectives are not
comprehensive as to objectives that might be
specified for any particular program goal, nor are
they sequential. They are, however, responsive to
the changing maturity of students.

The point of view of this framework is that the
further delineation of objectives into behavioral
statements must be the responsibility of each
school district. Behavioral objectives by definition
are expected learner performances and are thus
specific in nature. They are specific to the diag-
nosed characteristics of a learner (or learners) living
in a given environment and studying an appropriate
curriculum.

7
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IThe social sciences program will be planned to enable students to understand
and respect individual and cultural differences and similarities.
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Goal I Interdisciplinary Concepts

Each of the interdisciplinary concepts listed
under Goal I is derived from more than one of the
social science disciplines and is fundamental to a
study of the individual, social groups, and their
supportive cultures. Education Code Section 8551
lists the following disciplines as those from which
instruction in the social sciences is drawn:

1. Anthropology. Anthropology is a social
science that deals with the observation, collection
of data, and analysis of the group structure, group
values, group behavior, and the different roles
played by group members in their relationships
with others. Anthropologists are concerned with
the manner in which people pass on a culture and
the ways in which a new generation changes
culture. Many types and combinations of groups
are studied, such as families, peer groups, play
associations, labor unions, minority groups, com-
munity groups, and political parties.

2. Economics. One of the central themes of
economics is that wants are virtually unlimited but
that resources are limited. From this basic concept
all other ideas evolve. Four basic questions asked in
economics are: (1) What shall a given economy
produce with its limited resources? (2) How much
can a given economy produce? (3) How rapidly can
the economy grow? (4) Who gets the goods and
services produced?

3. Geography. Geography is essentially involved
in the development of meaningful generalizations
and concepts about spatial atrangements and asso-
ciations. From this concern has developed the
concept that all physical features of Earth must be
interpreted. and evaluated. In a sense, geography,
like anthropology, is an integrating force in the
social sciences. For instance, what time is to
history, space is to geography. A satisfactory
inclusion of geographical material in a program in
the social sciences would include the biophysical

19 9



features of the Earth; the interrelationships be-
tween people and habitat; some emphasis on the
cultural landscape as it represents the Earth in
terms of what man has done with his environment;
and some study of distributional patterns. What is
emphasized is that Earth must be understood as
the world of man.

4. History. History is a selective record of the
past of individuals, of groups, of movements of
people; of human beings who have adjusted to and
changed their environment; of their economic
activities; of their governments, nations, and insti-
tutions; of the cooperation and the conflict
between nations; of searches for values, ideas,
inventions, creative expressions; of industrializa-
tion, of automation, and of increasing interdepen-
dence. Human society, through contemporary,
remembered, or recorded time, has experienced
continuous, dynamic change. Since any given stage
of human experience is history, the study of
history permits the student to become aware of
that which is possible rather than probable. Such
study allows the student to choose among human
experiences for rational alternatives concerning
present problems. History does not offer immu-
table laws on which a student can depend.

5. Political Science. The basis of government is
the realization by people that they can carry out
things better as members of groups than they can
as individuals. The immediate question for political
science arises as to who shall be the rulers or
representatives of the people. Who shall constitute
the ruling group? What powers should be delegated
to this group, the government? Many other ques-
tions are studied: How do we pay for government?
How do we distribute the services of the gOvern-
ment? How do we control and change government?
Historically, political scientists have studied mostly
the formal institutions of government, particularly
structure. More typically at the present time,

10

however, political scientists include psychology
and social psychology in their work and are
interested in the informal institutions of govern-
ment. The operation of government has become as
significant as its structure. Another current em-
phasis in political science is on political behavior
studied from the point of view of individual and
group psychology.

6. Psychology. The behavioral aspects of psy-
chology are most appropriate to deal with in the
social sciences curriculum: perception, motivation,
cognition, and psychometrics. Psychology is broad-
ening its conceptions of behavior and is moving
further from the physiological and more toward
the social and clinical. Social psychology is closely
related to anthropology and sociology because it
emphasizes the relationships of individuals to
groups. Social perception and social motivation
have become increasing concerns of the social
psychologist. Social psychology is concerned with
the study of group leadership, group behavior, and
group morale. Representative illustrations of such
studies are investigations of industrial conflict and
international tensions.

7. Sociology. Sociology can be defined as the
study of behavior of people in groups in particular
situations and conditions. Persons everywhere tend
to live in groups. A prime subject matter of the
sociologist is to study the consequences of group
living. This study of group living basically distin-
guishes sociologists from other social scientists.
Sociologists investigate many questions about the
family or the tribe or the nation: Why do certain
groups continue to exist during war or some other
form of long-term crisis? Why does a soldier fight
and risk death when he could flee to some neutral
country? When individuals join a group, how does
their behavior change? How does the behavior of
an isolated group of people differ from the
behavior of a group of city dwellers?

GO



The social sciences program in kindergarten through grade twelve will enable
students to develop understandings based on data, generalizations, and

T interdisciplinary and disciplinary concepts drawn from the various social

Goal i
sciences, including anthropology, economics, geography, history, political
science, psychology, and sociology.

The values that give direction to thought and action are derived not from the social sciences but
from religion, philosophy, literature, and the humanities.

PROGRAM GOALS

The program goals for kindergarten through
grade twelve are as follows:

1. Help students to understand selected exam-
ples of interdisciplinary concepts through
studies of human experience.

2. Help students to acquire concepts derived
from the particular disciplines in the social
sciences.

3. Help students to become aware of the pro-
cesses by which the particular disciplines
derive their concepts, such as observation,
data gathering, classification, interpretation,
inference, extrapolation, hypothesis construc-
tion and testing, theory construction and
testing (content, validity), and prediction.

4. Help students to use the data from which
concepts have been derived and to develop
and test understandings based on dat...

5. Help students to make generalizations within
the context of studies of selected aspects of
human experience.

6. Help students to develop valid conceptual
schemes which they may employ in furthering
their understandings of aspects of human
experience, such as culture, belief systems,
justice,. and representative explanations of
human origins.

The first program goal of Goal I of the social
sciences program is explicated in the following
illustrative objectives presented by grade spans.
These objectives are indeed illustrative and do not
represent a comprehensive view of objectives that
might be developed. The remaining program goals
are not illustrated; they are, however, implicit in
man,' of the illustrative objectives.

.11



Goal I
Concept

Illustrative Objectives for Goal I-
Interdisciplinary Concepts Interdisciplinary Concepts, by Grade Span

Kindergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Through Six

CITIZENSHIP

JUSTICE

FREEDOM

DIVERSITY

CULTURE

RESOURCES

Students will accept the idea that every
student has certain rights and responsi-
bilities.

Students will be able to identify procedures
for making decisions in the home, school,
and community; evaluate the decisions in
terms of fairness or unfairness; and give
reasons for their evaluations.

Students will be able to identify and de-
scribe some of the essential attributes of
freedom by analyzing situations in which
people are more or less free of internal
and/or external constraints or coercion; for
example, when the playground bully forbids
other students to play in a game.

Students will identify and give examples
illustrating a range of differences within
society. For example, students might iden-
tify and describe some differences among
class members, families, ce-rununities, and
cultures.

Students will devise rules to resolve conflicts
and meet needs in class and playground
activities.

Students will link items used with the places
where the items originated.

Students will understand that present, past,
and future life in California necessitates
active participation of citizens in the pro-
cesses of decision making.

Students will be able to identify, describe,
and evaluate issues concerning the fair cor-
rection of wrongs or injuries. For example,
they should be able to do so in situations
involving wrongs or injuries suffered by
students, employees, or citizens.

Students will be able to identify some of the
important values that may be affected by
the exercise of freedom and to consider the
emotional, intellectual, social, cultural, legal,
and political aspects of freedom.

Students will be able to identify and analyze
some things that affect diversity in a given
situation; for example, in considering dif-
ferent language and speech styles that exist
within the United States, students will iden-
tify and analyze the effects upon these
differences of geographical, historical,
psychological, and social factors.

Students will show respect for other stu-
dents in the class who are trying to establish
their own identities, values, and life-styles.

Students will identify natural resources, such
as minerals and water, and describe compara-
tive uses of such resources.

12
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Grades Seven and Eight Grades Nine Through Twelve

Students will explore the effects of tradition and contem-
porary values on shaping the life-styles of people in various
subcultures in the United States and in the emerging
nations.

Students will be able to identify, desc.9 1, and distinguish
among rules and/or laws designed to promote fair distribu-
tion of resources, fair means of making decisions, and.fair
correction of wrongs or injuries.

Students will be able to identify and describe some
phenomena that affect freedom, including emotional fac-
tors such as self-confidence; intellectual factors, such as the
understanding of various alternatives; social and cultural
factors, such as the existence of realistic and varied
alternatives; and legal and political factors such as First
Amendment guarantees of belief, expression, and associa-
tion.

Students will be able to analyze some of the advantages and
disadvantages of ethnic and racial diversity within the
United States during different periods in our history.

Students will recognize the formal and informal political
processes by which individuals and cultural groups have
effected'and can effect social change.

Students will identify and describe the use of human
resources in a particular historical event.

Students will describe how, and why the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship in the United States have been
extended to increasing numbers of people over a period of
time.

Students will be able to identify various institutions and/or
groups and explain how they are supposed to function so
that fair distribution of resources, fair procedures for
making decisions, and fair correction of wrongs or injuries
can be promoted.

In analyzing specific problem situations, students will
determine what limitations should be placed on the exercise
of freedom and will identify and describe the values
promoted and/or inhibited by their decision regarding each
situation.

Students will be able to analyze situations in which the
desirability of diversity is an issue and to identify and
describe values promoted and /or, inhibited by the various
positions taken. For example, students might consider the
degree of diversity that should be permitted in local school
dress codes, court decisions affecting various religious
groups, and conflicts between federal 1-4'n d state govern-
ments.

Students will explain why it is often difficult for individuals
and groups to tolerate the diverse life-styles of others.

Students will compute the social cost of using human and
physical resources in various ways and make choices about
the allocation of capital mineral wealth.

13



Goal I Interdisciplinary Concepts (Cont.)

Concept Kindergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Through Six

MULTIPLE
CAUSATION

NEEDS

PROPERTY

AUTHORITY/
POWER

SCARCITY

SOCIAL
CONTROL

Students will demonstrate a knowledge of
housing patterns (on their block, in their
neighborhood, and in their community) that
are changing for a variety of reasons.

Students will be able to tell how people
meet their need for food, clothing, shelter,
love, and security.

Students will be able to identify some.
common forms of ownership, including indi-
vidual, communal, and state ownership.

Students will demonstrate a knowledge of
the need for order in the classroom when
certain tasks are to be performed.

Students will practice economical use of
school materials and will develop an under-
str iding that these materials are provided by
tax money paid by their parents.

Students will understand that they are mem-
bers of many groups (family, school, and so
forth) at the same time. They will under-
stand that groups have some rules which are
common but that some rules are unique to a
particular group.

Students will understand that the United
States, government is the product of nu-
merous factors, including colonization, con-
stitutionalization, protection of individual
rights, participation in a world community,
and development as an industrial nation.

Students will compare their own ways of
meeting needs with the ways in which others
meet their needs.

Students will be able to describe attitudes
toward property and ownership in specific
situations and to identify and explain some
of the factors that may affect those atti-
tudes, including individual psychology, ex-
perience, and culture.

Students will be able to analyze situations in
Nhich authority exists and to identify its
intermediate and alternate sources; for ex-
ample, the authority of teachers, which is
based upon custom,, tradition, law, need, and
consent.

Students will understand that all the coun-
tries of the Western Hemishphere must be
concerned with the use and misuse of
resources as attempts are made to fulfill the
wants of growing populations.

Students will understand that laws which
serve the total U.S. population have been
designed to protect certain individual rights
of all citizens and that such laws are open to
continuing interpretation and implementa-
tion.

14



Grades Seven and Eight Grades Nine Through Twelve

Students will analyze how the U.S. Constitution is a result
of a variety of influences.

Students will state how institutions have developed to meet
needs.

Students will be able to identify and analyze some of the
advantages and disadvantages of individual, communal,
and/or state ownership of property and the meaning of
ownership to the individual in special situations.

Students will be able to analyze situations to determine
some values that are promoted and some that are inhibited
by the exercise of authority (for example, restrictions on
choice and security to make choice possible, as when
parents exercise .authority in setting an evening curfew for
the children).

Students will analyze how the scarcity of economic
resources has influenced the, labor market in the United
States.

Students will describe the socialization of youth in a Native
American tribe.

Students will analyze the variety of circumstances that have
led to protest movements espoused by various groups in the
United States.

Students will evaluate how well contemporary institutions
are meeting , needs and hypothesize about ways in which
these needs may be met in the future.

Students will be able to analyze situations and determine
some attributes of ownership of property, considering such
factors and values as the following: scarcity, security,
fairness, privacy, freedom, human dignity, conflict, and
law.

Students will be able to analyze situations and determine
what should be the scope and limits of authority within a
specific situation and explain some of the values and
interests involved; for example, the limits on the exercise of
authority by a specific branch or agency of the U.S.
government.

Students will describe why resources available to human
beings are scarce in relation to their needs and wants.

Students will analyze how and why members of society are
controlled by social values transmitted through social
institutions.

'La ,)
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(Goal I Interdisciplinary Concepts (Cont.)

Concept Kindergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Through Six

MORALITY

CHANGE

CONFLICT

INTER-
DEPENDENCE

ENVIRONMENT

TRUTH

Students will recognize that every person in
the classroom is responsible for his/her
personal acts that affect the welfare of
others.

Students will demonstrate a knowledge of
things in their community that are always
changing for a variety of reasons. They will
understand that some changes take place
quickly while others take place much more
slowly.

Students will demonstrate knowledge that
families have a variety of structures and roles
and that within families there are often
different concepts of roles that lead to
conflicts; for example, older children resist
responsibility for younger children or peers
engaged in conflicts.

Students will describe ways in which, for a
variety of reasons, each family member
depends upon other family members.

Students will recognize that the surround-
ings in which they work and play can be
made more beautiful and/or functional by
their own efforts.

Students will recognize the importance of
making accurate statements so that a posi-
tive and constructive classroom environment
can be created.

Students will understand that different peo-
ple brought different moral standards to
California and that these standards have
been a major force in shaping life in Califor-
nia.

Students will understand that the present
U.S. culture is a product of the economic,
political, social, and technological changes
that have occurred since the beginnings of
the nation.

Students will understand That development
in California produced conflicts related to
land ownership and cultural identity. They
will understand that people have developed
some culturally approved means for resolv-
ing these conflicts and that many conflicts
remain unresolved.

Students will understand that the develop-
merit of the United States has depended, and
will continue to depend, on the interaction
of groups and individuals seeking to fulfill
their goals.

Students will understand that California's
present situation, including problems and
promise, is a direct result of the use people
have made of the physical and social envi-
ronments.

Students will begin to understand economic
choice in iesource use and will begin to
consider the consequences of these factors in
relation to the development of California's
water resources for electric power.
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Grades Seven and Eight Grades Nine Through Twelve

Students will recognize the sources of morality in American
history, Jaw, and experience; and they will study the
significant contributions of religions to our civilization.

Students will describe how changing land-use patterns in
the United States have affected various groups in our
society.

Students will state the ways in which tension over control
of resources has caused war in an ancient civilization.

Students will study the interrelationships among cultural
groups within the United States and will understand that
the development of each group is dependent upon mutual
cooperation.

Students will evaluate the effects of unlimited exploitation
of natural resources in various regions of the United States
and in developing nations.

Students will read stories and journals written by the early
Western settlers and compare and contrast the settlers'
views with the views expressed in selected motion pictures
depicting life during the same period. Questions to be asked
are these: Which of the two sources provides the more valid
portrayal of life? How is validity determined?

Students will analyze how the behavior of individuals and
groups is based upOn values held, even though these values
may not be consciously recognized.

Students will explain the significance of changes in tech-
nology as these changes are reflected in social, political, and
economic systems.

Students will identify and explain various ways in which
conflicts are managed and/or resolved.

Students will analyze the reasons that nations are depen-
dent upon each other in varying degrees and that the degree
of interdependence is determined by a number of factors.

Students will describe how and why urban growth has
greatly affected the environment.

Students will study the development of a major local or
national problem as reported on three or more radio and/or
television networks. They will contrast and compare the
quality of factual reporting by using criteria established
prior to their listening or viewing.

27
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Discussion
of Goal I Interdisciplinary Concepts

Certain concepts are recommended for organiz-
ing and developing the curricula in the social
sciences. These concepts and others should be
reflected in the learning experience of students
from kindergarten through grade twelve. Some
broad interdisciplinary concepts to be developed
throughout the social sciences program for kinder-
garten through grade twelve are the following:

Citizenship

Circumstances that limit individual and group
participation in the democratic processei of
decision making reduce the practice of a full
and adequate citizenship.

A citizen's effectiveness will be improved by an
understanding of the differences between
authoritarian, totalitarian, and constitu-
tionally democratic political systems.

Citizenship assumes as informed an understand-
ing as possible of the decision-making process,
including the values that enter into a decision,
the persons and institutions that affect a
decision, and the affect of a decision on
long-term public policy.

Citizenship assumes a recognition that the Amer-
ican constitutional system provides for the
necessary but responsible use of political
power and for restraints on the use of that
power. Among the restraints is the Bill of
Rights, which protects the individual as a
citizen and obliges him to protect and respect
the rights of others.

Citizenship includes the opportunity to partici-
pate freely in helping make and change public
policy if a citizen wishes to do so. A citizen
should not be coerced into participation;
however, it is understood that a citizen can
participate in a variety of ways. Participation
is not restricted to voting; it may take the
form of joining with others in groups to
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influence policy by lawful means and com-
municating in other ways with elected or
appointed persons in government.

Citizenship implies an understanding that some
inevitable disparities exist between the ideals
and realities in the American constitutional
system. Active citizenship requires an effort
to develop skills to bring about change leading
to the attainment of ideals.

A distinction in roles and responsibility between
electors and the elected (governors) needs to
be acknowledged if the operation of a demo-
cratic political system is to be understood.

The concept of representative democratic gov-
ernment implies that there is open and con-
stant access by the electors into the ranks of
the elected (governors).

The peaceful exchange of, political power is
essential to the viability of a democratic
government.

Citizenship in a society does not imply that
those who are citizens will exercise citizen-
ship. It does imply that one cannot exercise
citizenship if one is not a citizen.

The citizen has the obligation to make his or her
unique contribution to the improvement of a
democratic society.

The advance and use of knowledge are essential
to the practice of citizenship because demo-
cratic decision making has to be based upon
the most reliable body of fact and opinion.

One's right to full citizenship always requires
legal provision for citizenship. as well as one's
will to practice that right.

To say that everyone is eligible for the right of
full citizenship in a democracy is not enough
to ensure that citizenship will be exercised.
Such a right must be protected by law that
takes into account differences of wealth, race,
sex, religious belief, and social and economic
status.

Justice

Justice, or fairness in dealing with others, is a
hallmark of our society and is premised on a
proper regard for oneself and others.

20

Justice expresses the concern of humanity for
compassion and mercy.

The concept of justice has its roots in the search
of humanity for an ethical base for conduct.
The concept begins to develop with the idea
of fair play in childhood and matures into an
ethic that embraces justice, compassion, and
mercy.

Justice has supporting concepts. Among these
are fairness, empathy, equality, cause and
effect, law, custom, tradition, trial by jury,
democracy, totalitarianism, open society,
freedom, order, liberty, wrongs, rights, com-
passion, and mercy.

Justice requires that students develop an ability
to deal critically with their own motives.

Freedom

Freedom and morality are closely entwined. A
moral human being values his/her own free-
dom of conscience and respects the freedom
of conscience of others.

The constitutional guarantee of freedom of
conscience ensures that human beings can
participate in government and society by
making their consciences known. Freedom of
conscience is associated historically with free-
dom to adopt one's own religious or ethical
beliefs and to practice them free from coer-
cion. The centrality of the concept of con-
science in relation to human dignity accounts
for the vitality of conscience as a force in the
growth of other freedoms.

The great documents prized in free societies are
a record of humanity's struggle to ensure
freedom and stability; for example, the Magna
Carta, the Mayflower Compact, the Declara-
tion of Independence, the Constitution, the
Bill of Rights, the Emancipation Proclama-
tion,and the Declaration of Human Rights.

Diversity

Individual and cultural differences provide
opportunities for growth and maturity.

Inequities in the treatment of others often result
from a confusion of real and alleged factors,
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such as associating intelligence primarily with
certain genetic factors.

Diversity in the interpretation of one's personal
life experience (life-style) is not incompatible

. with a democratice society; in fact, it is not
incompatible with democratic freedom.

Respect for diversity entails an appreciation of
the benefits of diversity to the individual, the
government, and society as a whole.

Cultural diversity can, by promoting group
identity, enrich the lives of those living in
groups and those sharing common views.

Cultural diversity assumes a shared recognition
of and respect for the underlying processes of
constitutional government and democratic
rules that ensure the growth and expression of
diversity.

Culture

The culture of a society is revealed by the ways
in which the -ociety meets its fundamental
needs, maintains the species, organizes itself,
and develops behavior patterns.

Culture is the complex whole that includes
knowledge, beliefs, values, morals, law, cus-
toms, religions, institutions, opinions, and art
which are typical of the behavior and social
characteristics of a specific group of people.

In a narrow sense culture includes the attain-
ments of humanity in the arts and in philoso-
phy.

Cultures are characterized by their physical or
material technologies, such as their means of
production for goods and services, and by
their nonmaterial features, including beliefs,
values, and customs.

An important part of individual liberty in a
democracy is one's right to develop differ-
ences in conduct, taste, and standard of living
without prohibiting others from doing the
same.

Resources

Resources are generally defined as elements of
the physical environment that can be utilized
by human beings. Human resources are de-
fined as abilities possessed by individuals to

perform services to meet the needs and wants
of society.

Physical-environmental resources include min-
erals, water, soils, and other biotic resources.
The extent of their use is always related to
the technology available and to the organiza-
tion of the productive processes.

Human resources are described by economists as
labor. More broadly conceived, human re-
sources include all human capabilities avail-
able for use.

Multiple Causation

Events rarely have a single cause but result from
a number of antecedents impinging on one
another in a given segment of time and space.

Events often can be made meaningful through
the study of their antecedents. To some
extent pact events can be explained, and
future events can be predicted.

Needs and Wants

Economic need is the most common application
of the term need which may be applied to any
factor necessary for human survival.

Needs and wants are differentiated in the termi-
nology of economics. Needs are basic neces-
sities such as food, clothing, and shelter.
Wants are considered virtually unlimited by
economists and are a basic factor in the
economic process. Wants are the major cause
of scarcity. Although many individuals do not
view their wants as unlimited, economic
reasoning uses the concept of unlimited wants
in structuring its field of study.

Property

Property, as something which is or may be
owned or possessed, can be individual, public,
shared, or held in common.

In America respect for property, including pub-
lic property, is rooted in the recognition of
the worth and dignity of persons, their right
to their possessions, and their common inter-
ests as citizens.

To injure persons or damage their property is to
become morally responsible for the injury or
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damage. One may also be legally obliged to
compensate persons whom one has injured or
whose property one has damaged.

One is responsible for property held in common,
such as schools, streets, lakes, and publicly
held forests.

Authority/Power

Individuals and groups vary in the amount of
influence they are able to exert in the process
of making and carrying out decisions which
significantly affect their lives.

Power is the ability of an individual or a group
to influence, coerce, or compel the thought
and action of others.

Authority is the established right of an individ-
ual or groupon the basis of grounds such as
law or forceto determine policies, to pro-
nounce judgments, and to promote interests.

Scarcity

Because of the disparity between available re-
sources and the means of their development
on the one hand and the unlimited wants of
people on the other, economic institutions are
developed within cultures to deal with the
processes of productions distribution, and
consumption.

Whether a nation is already highly developed or
is developing, the problem of scarcity still
exists in that nation.

Because we live in a finite world, we must look
to the conservation of natural and human
resources.

Conservation is directed to the avoidance of the
wasteful use of resources.

Gross national product (GNP) is only one index
of national well-being. To equate GNP with
social progress is to mistake "more" for
"better." It is easy to believe mistakenly that
the GNP indicates that an equitable distribu-
tion of goods and services has occurred.

The people in the high-consuming nations
should look upon themselves as partners with
those people in the world's exhaustible re-
sources.

22

Social Control

Mores involve implicit assumptions as to the way
things shall be done. Their force will be
greatest in a nonpluralistic society. Mores are
criteria for determining the rightness and
wrongness of conduct.

The development of law and morality modifies
competition among groups possessing dif-
ferent mores.

Order in a primitive society tends to be estab-
lished by the relatively unconscious operation
of the mores prevalent in that society. These
mores represent agreement on moral conduct
and manifest themselves in customary forms
of conduct.

Ikritten laws are an attempt to clarify rules and
increase deterrents and incentives affecting
conduct. By making known the rules by
which a society operates, the law, as an
institution, promotes an impartial treatment
of its members.

Conduct gets its organized charcter through
institutions of various kinds. Unlike lower
forms of life, human beings cannot depend on
instinct for the ordering of their lives.

Morality

The core values of a society usually include
some procedural values that tend to decrease
conflict or facilitate the resolution of conflict.
The values of !oyalty and justice are impor-
tant examples.

Morality expresses the "the u shalts" and the
"thou shalt nots" that pvern conduct in a
society. Ethics must be dm o-t upon when the
situation does not lend ,`t; 'f to the simple
distinctions between "thou Iktalt" and "thou
shalt not."

Morality includes all manifestations of conduct
that are capable of being judged good or bad,
right or wrong.

The standards by which acts are judged moral or
immoral grow out of such sources as custom,
religion, family beliefs, and law.

Religious thought has made significant contribu-
tions to our society's respect for the sacred-



ness of human life and belief in freedom of
worship.

Prominent in the shaping of fundamental moral
values in our society has been the influence of
the Judeo-Christian heritage. This rich and
diverse heritage affirms in many ways that
human beings are moral persons responsible
for their own decisions and behavior and are
obliged to concern themselves with the well-
being of other persons and to respect living
creatures and the physical environment.

Loyalty to ideal moral standards depends on
one's will to act and on the circumstances
(time and place) that allow one so to act.

The practice of loyal citizenship requires an
understanding of the delicate balance between
freedom and responsibility and between free-
dom and authority.

A farmation and practice of moral norms for
conduct vary in the degree to which people
themselves make exceptions or amendments.
They also vary by virtue of circumstances
(time and place) that do not allow affirmation
and practice to be congruent. It is possible for
persons to entertain ideals of perfection that
cannot be realized in terms of actual living in
society.

Change

It is in the nature of cultures to undergo change,
but cultures differ greatly in the rate at which
they change.

Cultural change is due to modification of such
factors as intrusions from other cultures,
knowledge, technology, mobility, communi-
cation, and rate of population increase.

Social institutions by their very nature tend to
be conservative and thus reduce the rate of
change within a culture. This fact accounts
for different rates of institutional change
within a culture.

The survival of humanity requires constant
awareness of and adaptation to social change.
The well-being of humanity depends on the
ability and willingness to control and evaluate
change.

Conflict

Conflicts are evidence of disagreement and can
arise out of differences of opinion as to what
ought to be achieved in a given situation as
well as to how an agreed-upon end might be
achieved most effectively.

The desire for and the use of power by
individuals and groups with different moral
commitments and competing principles often
lead to conflict.

Different interests and purposes regarding the
allocation of resources in a complex society
inevitably stimulate conflict.

Conflict can have a positive function by ensuring
that a great variety of views are expressed,
interest in an issue is aroused, and value
clarification and decision making are im-
proved.

Unless conflict is expressed within generally
accepted limits and is managed by the social
system under fair and equitable rules and
procedures, it can be dysfunctional and so-
cially destructive.

Interdependence

The satisfaction of human needs requires varying
degrees of dependence among persons and
groups.

Persons and groups affect each other in impor-
tant ways. The effects of such interaction are
often not apparent because they are indirect.

Environment

As human beings interact with their physical and
,social environment, both they and the envi-
ronment are changed. Ekistics is the study of
the totality of these relationships.

To its own long-term detriment, humanity has
often exploited its physical and social envi-
ronment. The survival of humanity is depen-
dent upon men and women working out
effective accommodations with the environ-
ment.

Not only must human beings work out accom-
modations; they must also preserve, improve,
and fmd substitutes for certain things in the
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environment. They must find a way to live in
harmony, creatively, with the natural world.
A human habitat is a natural physical environ-
ment (ecosystem) that has been modified by
human beings. It includes surface configura-
tion, climate, bodies of water, biological
features, and soil. It also includes human
occupancy of the land. People adjust to the
availability of resources and change their
habitats by the use of resources.

'14

IStudents

Truth

Telling the truth and expecting to be told the
truth are essential to the development of (1)
self-esteem and basic fnendhips; and (2)
genuine understanding of our society, its
history, and the democratic process.

A commitment to telling the truth embraces (1)
the conscientious pursuit and scrutiny of

24

evidence; and (2) respect for the processes
involved in searching for truth. These pro-
cesses include indentifying and assessing facts;
distinguishing substantial from insubstantial
evidence; separating the process of searching
for truth from the acceptance of propaganda;
and examining, in a constructive and unbiased
manner, controversial subjects such as poli-
tics, ethics, and religion.

Consistency, relevance, and reality are the ob-
jects of the search for truth.

In addition to the concepts already discussed,
concepts with great power for organizing curricula
are the scientific method, nationalism and
internationalism, institution, privacy, rectitude, so-
cial organization, socialization, industrialization,
technology, urbanization, equality, and inequality.

will become increasingly salf-directing.
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The social sciences program in kindergarten
through grade twelve will enable students
to develop and practice a variety of intellec-

Goal II Social Sciences Skills the social sciences.
teal and work-study skills appropriate to

PROGRAM GOALS
The program goals for kindergarten through

grade twelve are as follows:

1. Help students develop and use the skills'
involved in critical thinking.

2. Help students develop and use valuing skills
that are useful in the processes of recognizing
and clarifying problems as well as managing
and resolving them.

3. Help students develop and use creative ways
to solve problems.

4. Help students develop and use work-study
skills.

5. Encourage students to become increasingly
self-directing.
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Goal I I Social Sciences Skills
Illustrative Objectives for Goal II
Social Sciences Skills, by Grade Span

Program Goals `:indergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Through Six

1. Help students de-
velop and use the
skills involved in critical
thinking.

2. Help students de-
velop and use valuing
skills that are useful in
the processes of recog-
nizing and clarifying
problems as well as
managing and resolving
them.

3. Help students de-
velop and use creative
ways to solve problems.

4. Help students de-
velop and use work-
study skills.

5. Help students be-
come increasingly self-
directing.

1. Students will discriminate between fact
and fancy.

2. Students will identify problems that
might occur among persons or groups, list
possible steps for resolving these problems,
and predict the consequences of suggestions
made for the resolution of problems.

3. Students will discuss and identify a vari-
ety of ways for sharing materials in a fair
way.

4. Students will identify symbols on a sim-
ple neighborhood map.

5. Students will discuss and plan ways for
using their time wisely.

1. Students will state a variety of generaliza-
tions describing the effects of the actions of
different groups on the use of land and
resources in California.

2. Students will discuss classroom problems
related to the attitudes and values of class-
room members and will give reasons for
possible future behaviors on the basis of
their own feelings, attitudes, and values.

3. Students will participate in small-group
discussions to present their own ideas, ex-
pand and clarify ideas, listen to others, and
comment and build on the ideas of others.

A. Students will use a variety of graphic
resources such as encyclopedias, almanacs,
graphs, and maps to obtain information
about the United States.

5. Students will work in groups of various
sizes to plan activities and carry them
through to completion.

26
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Grades Seven and Eight

1. Students will make and test hypotheses, use relevant
information, develop generalizations, and avoid overgeneral-
izations.

2. Students will discuss and identify problems in individual
and peer-group relationships, develop alternatives for possi-
ble solutions, and predict the consequences of their
suggestions.

Grades Nine Through Twelve

3. Students will develop a plan for analyzing the impact of
a new technology on a developing nation.

4. Students will develop charts and graphs to illustrate
changes in educational opportunities for various cultural
groups in the United States.

5. Students will work in small groups to develop a plan for
resolving a community problem.

1. Students will extrapolate from past and present condi-
tions and make predictions based on contingent conditions.

2. Students will examine, propose, and evaluate solutions
to problems in terms of consequences. They will develop
alternatives for possible solutions and predict the conse-
quences of their suggestions.

3. Students will generate proposals for the creative use of
alternative materials and processes in an area where
resources are diminishing.

4. Students will interpret, generalize, and infer from data
and will assess and communicate their ideas and findings
effectively through verbal and written presentations.

5. Students will select a problem or topic for study,
develop procedures for the investigation of the problem,
develop criteria, and evaluate the outcomes of the study.
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Discussion
of Goal ll Social Sciences Skills

11
1..

In this framework social sciences skills are
classified into four major categories:

Intellectual
Valuing
Work-study
Social participation

In this section intellectual, valuing, and work-
study skills are discussed intensively, and program
goals are presented together with illustrative grade-
span objectives for each of the skills mentioned.
Additional illustrative grade-span objectives for
valuing skills can be found in the section entitled
"Social Values." Social participation is regarded as
a skill. Therefore, program goals and grade-span
objectives for social participation are listed under
"Social Participation."

In the formulation of program goals and the
listing of illustrative examples of grade-span objec-
tives, it is evident that much overlapping and
interrelationships exist among skills in the various
goal categories. Skills are dependent upon the
knowledge one has acquired as well as upon the
values one holds. On the other hand, acquisition of
knowledge and clarification of values are enhanced
greatly by the use of identifiable skills.

In an attempt to identify and list additional skill
objectives, some general guidelines are suggested:

1. The mastery and effective utilization of a
particular skill require the use of several other
skills in the process. For example, learning to
think critically involves other skills, such as
using an index and table of contents,. being
able to recognize synonyms, detecting bias
and opinion, and following the development
of an author's thoughts.

2. Most skills are too complex to be developed
or acquired quickly. They must be developed
to a greater level of sophistication from
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experience to experience throughout the sev-
eral grade levels.

3. Skills may be ends in themselves, but most
often they are means to achieving other
essential goals such as thinking, valuing, and
paiticipating in societal activities.

Students will be helped to understand and
appreciate the United States as a multiracial,
multilingual, and multicultural society.

ner
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4. Students must be given frequent opportuni-
ties to practice the skills that they are
expected to use, and they should be informed
of the purposes for the mastery of skills. They
should also be given reinforcement constantly
as to their achievements.
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Goal III Diversity:
The social sciences program in kindergarten
through grade twelve will, enable and encour-
age students to understand and respect indi-

Similarities and Differences vidual and cultural differences and similarities?'

PROGRAM GOALS

The program goals for kindergarten through
grade twelve are as follows:

1. Help students understand and appreciate the
world as a multiracial, multicultural, multi-
lingual, and multinational phenomenon.

2. Help students understand and appreciate the
United States as a multiracial, multilingual,
and multicultural society.

3. Help students understand and appreciate uni-
versal and/or alternative ideas, about beauty,
ideological, beliefs, sex roles, moral standards,
and value systems by means of an equal and
fair presentation of information on various
civilizations, social units, and ethnic/minority
groups.

4. Help students understand and appreciate the
wide diversity of occupational choices avail-
able to them, the ways in which individuals
make these choices, and the necessity that
occupational choices not be limited because
of sexual, racial, or ethnic stereotypes.

5. Help students to recognize and avoid behavior
and attitudes based on prejudices toward
sexual, ethnic, racial, political, economic, and
religious groups.

6. Help students develop self-esteem and pride
through an understanding and appreciation of
all units of human organization: world organi-
zations, nation-states, ethnic/racial groups,
entrepreneurial and labor groups, kin groups,
and families.
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Goal III Diversity
Illustrative Objectives for Goal III
Diversity, by Grade Span

Program Goals Kindergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Through Six

1. Help students under-
stand and appreciate
the world as a multira-
cial, multicultural, mul-
tilingual, and multina-
tional phenomenon.

2. Help students under-
stand and appreciate
the United States as
a multiracial, multilin-
gual, and multicultural
society.

3. Help students under-
stand and appreciate
universal. and/or alter-
native ideas about beau-
ty, ideological beliefs,
sex roles, moral stan-
dards, and value sys-
tems by means of an
equal and fair presenta-
tion of information on
various civilizations, so-
cial units, and ethnic/
minority groups.

4. Help students under-
stand and appreciate
the wide diversity of
occupational choices
available to them, the
ways in which individ-
uals make these choices,
and the necessity that
occupational choices
should not be limited
beciuse of racial, sex-
ual, or ethnic stereo-
types.

1. Students will, after having indentified
cultural differences in the makeup of the
class, discuss likenesses and, differences in
the way people satisfy basic needs.

2. Students will discuss the advantages of
being able to speak more than one language.

3. Students will, after having had a cooking
experience involving a food identified as
from an ethnic culture, describe their taste
experience as to its uniqueness.

4. Students will examine the variety of jobs
required so that the needs of societies can be
met.

1. Students will identify on a world map the
regions from which racial minoigies now in
the United States came and will give a brief
report on one aspect of the original culture
of these minorities.

2. Students will select for special study one
example of ethnic culture from their fam-
ily's background.

3. Students will list likenesses and differ-
ences among selected cultures to demon-
strate that human beings have more similar-
ities than differences.

4. Students will conduct a survey of the
occupational roles of their parents and will
explain how the parents selected their occu-
pations.
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Grades Seven and Eight Grades Nine Through Twelve

1. Students will understand that the United States had a
multicultural beginning with the development of Native
American cultures across the continent; Indian, Spanish,
and Mexican cultures in the Southwest; and European
cultures in the colonies along the Atlantic seaboard.

2. Students will evaluate data concerning the contributions,
of Asian Americans to the development of the American
frontier.

3. Students will understand that each immigrant group and
the Native Americans, Chicanos, and black Americans have
made unique and significant contributions to life in the
United States.

4. Students will analyze the extent of the black contribu-
tion to our nation's early history in reference to the
economic development of the South.

1. Students will list similarities and differences in human
beings and the implications of this knowledge for equalizing
social, political, economic, and educational opportunities.

2. Students will demonstrate an understanding of the
unique cultural contributions of the many groups of
persons dwelling in the United States.

3. Students will recognize that full legal, social, and
economic rights and privileges must be realized by women.

4. Students will interview local citizens, both men and
women, of varied social, economic, ethnic, religious, and
racial backgrounds to determine factors that have influ-
enced their occupational choices - and to determine their
evaluation of any socially caused limits to their occupa-
tional successes.



Goal III Diversity (Cont.)

Program Goals Kindergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Through Six

5. Help students to rec-
ognize and avoid behav-
ior and attitudes based
on prejudices toward
sexual, ethnic, racial,
political, economic, or
religious groups.

6. Help students de-
velop self-esteem and
pride through an under-
standing and apprecia-
tion of all units of hu-
man organization: world
organizations, nation-
states, ethnic and racial
groups, kin groups, and
families.

5. Students will identify likenesses and dif-
ferences among the students in their 'schools.

6. Students will list evidence that their
(town, city, state) shows multiracial influ-
ence as found in place names.

5. Students will analyze advertisements, tel-
evision programs, and "comics" to, identify
cultural, social, and economic stereotypes in
our society.

6. Students will study the differences
among people within a selected group to
show that there is a wide range of abilities,
interests, attitudes, and values within any
group.
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Grades Seven and Eight Grades Nine Through Twelve

5: Students will understand the reasons for Jewish settle-
ment in the United States and the contributions Jews have
made to concepts of religious and cultural pluralism that
have evolved in the United States.

6. Students will comprehend the reasons for the cultural
differences among the American Indian tribes in various
geographical areas of the United States, comprehend the
role geography played in their lives, and comprehend why
settlers were welcomed differently in different areas.

5. Students will describe the social, economic, and political
forces that led to legal acts of discrimination against Asian
Americans (e.g., United States v. Ozawa, the 1924 Exclu-
sion Act, Executive Order 9066, alien land laws, Chinese
immigration laws) and the effects of these acts upon all
people.

6. Students will compare and contrast life in the ChoctaW
cr Sioux Indian nations during the period of self-
determination and during. the period of control by the U.S.
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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All children must be helped to evaluate and choose the values and life-stYles
that will shape their lives.
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Discussion
of Goal III Diversity

The program goals for kindergarten and grades
one through twelve originate from considerations
wider than the concern for the particular experi-
ence of any group in American life. Groups and
individuals do not exist in isolation. A recognition
and an appreciation of the diversity of groups in
our society are basic to effective interaction among
individuals and groups in our nation and the world.
The study of selected groups is a general require-
ment for the individual and social development of
every child.

The goals of a curriculum concerned with
societal diversity involve both teacher and student.
Criteria for student 'earnings are important, but
equally important are the criteria for the teachers,
who bear the primary responsibility for the inter-
pretation of the curricula.

Finally, a major goal of the social sciences
curriculum should be to help all children under-
stand the experiencespast, present, and futureof
selected social groups and to evaluate and choose
the values and life-styles that will shape their lives.

Ethnic Minority Learning Style

A matter frequently raised in the discussion of
ethnic minority education during the period in
which this publication was being prepared was
learning styles. The following statements were
prepared in response to questions raised about
learning styles:

In recent years writers dealing with problems
that teachers face in educating ethnic minor-
ity children have alluded to differences in
learning styles.

Characteristics of the ethnic minority learner
have been identified and set forth as criteria
necessary for the success of the enterprise of
educating these children.

Unfortunately, what has occurred as a result has
too often been the stereotyping of these
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children. They are viewed as an amorphous
mass that is different because it possesses
characteristic styles of learning.

It should be evident that work done by psychol-
ogists in the field of human learning has
implications for all humans. The viewpoints
of how learning takes place might differ, but
the fact that a particular theory deals with
humanity is assumed:

From the viewpoint of someone who sees
reinforcement as a crucial component in
learning, the child learns through the process
of reinforcement; but the reinforcers may be
different because of cultural differences.

Likewise, the proponent of a Gestalt approach
may promote insightful learning that capital-
izes on the identifiable cultural differences as
important to the whole development of the
child.

The many viewpoints of learning that come
under the label of the cognitive domain would
also include the ethnic child as learning
through these processes; however, cultural
differences would again be taken into account
as students are helped to restructure their life
spaces.

If the descriptive term different learning styles is
consistent with the idea that all humans are
more alike than different and that the key
factor in learning is the cultural screen which
the teacher must understand and incorporate
in the learning environment, then the term
can stand. However, if the argument is made
that ethnics learn in different ways, then
much needs to be done to clarify what is
meant by the term.

The most profitable approach would be to have
a teacher well-versed in human learning who
would establish a personal viewpoint that is
comfortable and then consider the cultural
differences that must be taken into account.

An awareness of student differences will equip
teachers to respond to and interact with
culturally different youngsters in a more
effective manner. Much of the difficulty arises
when people in general and teachers specifi-
cally equate "different" with "inferior." It is
the teacher who must adapt to his students,
but this attempt will require a vast, coordi-
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mated effort of educating those in the major-
ity culture. Attitudes that many teachers have
traditionally held need changing. But how can
adult attitudes be changed? Teacher attitudes
need modification before techniques have any
effect at all. The finest methodology available
is useless if the teacher is a rigid, uncompre-
hending person or is unwilling to approach
minority children in an open way.

Views of Human Origin

Part of humankind's long intellectual history has
been the grappling with the question of human
origins. In virtually every culture, whether ancient
or modern, accounts of human origin have been
part of the system of beliefs held by the people of
that culture.

In the Judeo-Christian tradition, which has been
the most influential religious factor in Western
civilization, human origin has been explained as an
act of divine creation as described in the Book of
Genesis. The development of scientific theories of
origin in the nineteenth century both added to the
variety of explanations of human origin and
encouraged a reevaluation of earlier explanations.
For some, the conflict of beliefs caused by the
scientific theories has been sharp enough to force
them to choose between their system of belief and
the evolutionary explanations offered by science.
Others have found it possible to accept scientific
accounts of human evolutionary development
while still holding to a belief in divine creation.
Still others believe that the concept of divine
creation is scientifically valid.

These various views of human origin, together
with various approaches to the relationship be-
tween religious belief and scientific theory, must
be seen as part of the intellectual and cultural
diversity of our society. These representative views
of origin are studied in the social sciences because
they make significant contributions to human
systems of belief and values.

In the study of such systems of belief, the
teacher must be respectful of the commitments of
students. Skills essential to the analysis of the ways
in which theories are developed and tested should
be taught only to the degree to which students are
mature enough to handle them.
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Goal 1 Social Values

The social sciences program in kindergarten and grades
one through twelve will enable students to reflect on
their society's values and encourage each individual to
develop and clarify a personal set of values.

PROGRAM GOALS

The program goals for kindergarten through
grade twelve are as follows:

1. Help students become aware of their own ,

value positions and the positions held by
other individuals and groups.

2. Help students develop feelings of self-worth
and confidence in their own capabilities.

3. Help students develop an appreciation of and
a concern for all living things.

4. Help students to see that controversies are
usually related to value differences or inter-
pretations.

5. Help students understand and appreciate the
rights, privileges, and duties of citizenship in a
democracy.

4 9
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Goal IV Social Values
Illustrative Objectives for Goal IV

.. Social Values, by Grade Span

Program Goals Kindergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Through Six

1. Help students be-
come aware of their
own value positions and
the positions held by
other individuals and
groups.

2. Help students de-
velop feelings of self-
worth and confidence
in their own capabili-
ties.

3. Help students de-
velop an appreciation
of and a concern for all
living things.

4. Help students to see
that controversies are
usually related to value
differences or interpre-
tations.

5. Help students under-
stand and appreciate
the rights, privileges,
and duties of citizen-
ship in a democracy.

1. ,dents will listen to the thoughts of
fellow students, fainily members, and mem-
bers of the larger community in which, they
reside.

2. Students will become aware of them-
selves as unique individuals functioning as
members of home, school, and community
groups.

3. Students will discuss the idea of account-
ability 'for one's actions in a family, school,
or neighborhood situation.

4. Students will explore their own value
positions and become increasingly aware of
the reasons for different types of human
behavior.

5. Students will demonstrate an ability to
share responsibility in group work.

1. Students will examine a selected issue as
to the viewpoints of cultural and ethnic
groups in California toward the issue and
will compare those viewpoints with their
own.

2. Students will evaluate a social science
project in terms of what they feel they did
well.

3. Students will identify the key elements
that assist people to conserve and preserve
all living things.

4. Students will examine the attitudes and
values that have influenced the development
of the United States government.

5. Students will demonstrate respect for the
rights and property of others in class and in
the larger community.
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Grades Seven and Eight Grades Nine Through Twelve

1. Students will explore and examine their own value
positions to foresee the probable consequences of acting
upon such positions.

2. Students will demonstrate their ability to take informed
action on problems confronting the school, the community,
the nation, and the world.

3. Students will demonstrate a sensitivity to the similarity
and differences in the feelings of other students as well as
others in the world community.

4. Students will analyze a local political issue in order to
determine the value differences underlying the controversy.

5. Students will compare and contrast their current feelings
toward freedom and responsibility with the feelings they
expect to have as adults.

1. Students will clarify their own value positions when
they are confronted with social problems.

2. Students will analyze their own strengths and weak-
nesses and recognize possible alternatives for life planning.

3. Students will identify ways in which value positions are
reflected in the present and past actions of various groups
in the world.

4. Students will develop an awareness of their responsi-
bility for understanding and attempting to solve current
social problems.

5. Students will demonstrate an understanding of the need
for citizens to cooperate for common goals while at the
same time rejecting unthinking conformity.

.51
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Discussion
of Goal IV Social Values

By the very nature of its content, the social
sciences program for students in kindergarten and
grades one through twelve emphasizes an examina-
tion of value positions. The continuing examina- .
tion of values that have guided human behavior
and an examination of each student's present value
positions seem imperative in a society based on
individual rights and cultural pluralism.

Value education is not concerned with a set or
group of values that has been collected for presen-
tation to students. Rather, values are considered
part of the framework or structure of all societies,
and students must be given the opportunity to
examine these values. An understanding of one's
self, friends, society, and democratic values are
enhanced by open discussion and exploration of
the sources and elements that contribute to a value
system, the options available in value formulation,
and the consequences of choosing particular op-
tions.

Certain processes of analysis are important to
the study of values. Among these are the following:

Developing an awareness of one's own values as
based on such foundations as religious beliefs,
including beliefs concerning human origins, fam-
ily patterns, ethnic customs, and political and
social systems

Identifying values from actions as well as from
words

Seeing tlie necessity for a sound factual foundation
for values

Distinguishing value statements from value judg-
ments

Distinguishing factual statements from factual
judgments

Coping with inconsistencies in a personal value
system while recognizing the desirability for
consistency

Understanding sources of inspiration for personal
values
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Understanding relationships between personal and
social values (An understanding of one's own
values and the values of others leads to reassess-
ment of one's own values.)

Understanding that a commitment to .a system of
values as being more than the mere willingness
to consider them (e.g., parental sacrifices, self-
sacrifice, martyrdom)

Some major concepts to be implemented
through the study of social. values are the
following:'

1. Morality. See the conceptual statements
under "Discussion of Goan."

2. Tiuth. See the conceptual statements under
"Discussion of Goal I."

3. Justice. See the conceptual statements under
"Discussion of Goal I."

4. Self-esteem. Self-esteem, or valuing oneself, is
a requisite for making moral decisions and for
esteeming other persons. Human dignity may

'This section is based in large measure on the Handbook on the
Legal Rights and Responsibilities of School Personnel and Students
in the Areas of Moral and Civic Education and Teaching About
Religion. Sacramento: California State Department of Education,
1973.
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be defined as the worth of an individual
human being. Self-esteem and esteem for
others are based on the intrinsic worth and
dignity of individuals., not on academic ability
or physical prowess.

5. Integrity. Integrity means trustworthiness. To
foster integrity is to help build character, to
assist students to be honest with themselves,
to promote a wholeness unimpaired by self-
deceit, and to encourage the development of
reliability in relations with others.,

6. Empathy. The golden rule, which states that
one should do to others as one would have
others do to oneself, is an ancient maxim
shared by many peoples. One who wishes to
be heard must be one who listens; one who
wishes to be treated with dignity and respect
must treat others with dignity and respect.

7. Capacity to recognize values. Values and
moral issues underlie American society. It is a
responsibility of school personnel to help
students develop respect for the values de-
rived from their families and various com-
munity groups and to help students develop
respect for pioperty, personal reliability, and
respect for law.



GoalV Social Participation

The social sciences program in kindergarten
and grades one through twelve will enable stu-
dents to participate in activities in the society
as individuals and as members of groups.

PROGRAM GOALS

The program goals for kindergarten through
grade twelve are as follows:

1. Help students analyze social situations, deter-
mine value issues, and prepare appropriate
solutions upon which the students are willing
to act.

2. Assist students to use their knowledge and
intellectual skills effectively in participating in
civic and other activities.

3. Help students develop and use positive
interpersonal-relationship skills in social activ-
ities.

4. Provide students with opportunities to initiate
and to participate in a variety of social
activities encompassing several social environ-
ments.
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GoalV Social Participation
Illustrative Objectives for Goal V
Social Participation, by Grade Span

Program Goals Kindergarten Through Grade Three Grades Four Throe '.11 Six

1. Help students ana-
lyze social situations,
determine value issues,
and prepare appropriate
solutions upon which
the students are willing
to act.

2. Assist students to
use their knowledge
and intellectual skills
effectively in participat-
ing in civic and other
activities.

3. Help students de-
velop and use positive
inter pc r s onal-relation-
ship skills in social ac-
tivities.

4. Provide students
with opportunities to
initiate and participate
in a variety of social
activities encompassing
several social environ-
ments.
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1. Students will study their behavior in the
classroom and will formulate an appropriate
set of classroom rules.

2. Students will plan for the fair use of
classroom equipment.

3. Students wiq consider those behaviors
that contribute good interpersonal rela-
tions (e.g., demonstrating empathy, listening
to the opinions of others, and respecting
otEe.: people's property), and they will
demonstrate those behaviors in the class-
room.

4. Students will plan and participate in a
class field trip and decide on appropriate
behavior in a community situation.

1. Students will examine reasons why fight-
ing sometimes takes place on the school
grounds and will work cooperatively to
develop a plan for resolving conflict.

2. Students will analyze school-community
traffic problems and implement a set of rules
dealing with the use of bicycles.

3. Students will explore a variety of roles
essential for successful group functioning
and will perform the roles successfully in
school.

4. Students will analyze a community prob-
lem and present to the city council proposals
for a solution.
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Grades Seven and Eight Grades Nine Through Twelve

I. Students will identify ecological issues and will partici-
pate in community projects designed to improve the
environment; for example, service in a recycling center and
in antilitter campaigns.

2. Students will consider the role of student government in
their school and will develop (or amend) a school constitu-
tion.

3. Students will study the need for individual responsibility
within a group and will act in ways which facilitate the
group's agreed-upon goals.

Students will study- other cultural groups and will
participate in exchange visits between schools or work on a
common project with students from schools in dIferent
cultural communities.

1. Students will analyze the behavior of national leaders to
determine the values underlying their bahavior and will .

produce a values profile of an ideal leader.

2. Students will explore the needs for social services in
their community and will volunteer their service to meet
those needs.

3. Students will discuss controversial public issues, ac-
knowledge the opinions of others, demonstrate rationality
and objectivity, and work cooperatively in small hetero-
geneous and homogeneous groups.

4. Students will examine local political campaigns and will
participate in political activities by working on an issue or
for a candidate of their choice.
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[The social sciences program will enable students to participate in activities in the society
as individuals and as members of groups.
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Discussion
of Goal V Social Participation

Students should develop skills enabling the
students to respond and communicate with others
in various social situations. They should also be
given opportunities to apply their knowledge,
thought, and communication skills by becoming
extensively involved in significant activities in their
home, school, and community.

Participation in their home, school, and com-
munity life will heighten student understanding of
social institutions and, together with other aspects
of the social sciences program, will enrich the
students' formal educational experience. Some
major concepts to be implemented through social
participation are the following:

1. Conflict management. Management of con-
flict in- a free society requires compromise,
bargaining, and respect for the rights of
others. It is also presupposed that although
conflict is taking place in society and in
decision making, cooperation is a necessary
element in the social process. Conflict may be
reduced if human beings recognize that dif-
ferent perspectives on the same matter are
inevitable in human experience and that there
is great difficulty in determining' the relative
values of those perspectives. The resolution of
a conflict.requires that the conflicting parties,
in order to prevent stalemate between their
conflicting views, devise a creative compro-
mise that preserves as many as possible of
their significant values.

2. Cooperation. The solution of important hu-
man problems requires that human beings
engage in joint efforts. Short of total agree-
ment among the contending parties, coopera-
tion often requires a willingness to compro-
mise.

3. Participation. Some common forms of partici-
pation are seeking information, attending
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meetings, making contributions, voting, work-
ing in campaigns, lobbying, and serving as a
leader. The potential benefits of social partici-
pation are such outgrowths as legitimacy,
order, power, and constructive conflict. Po-
tential costs of social participation include
loss of productivity, loss of individuality, loss
of privacy, and loss of time from other
activities. The .decision as to the extent of
personal participation in a specific problem
situation requires that the student identify
the values promoted and/or inhibited by the
decision.

t,
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4. Responsibility. Possible benefits of responsi-
bility include predictability, fairness, security,
and efficiency. Criteria to be used for deter-
mining when persons should held respon-
sible include causality, know; -Ag( , obligation
to act or not to act, and freedJm of choice.
An analytical approach to dealing with con-
flicting responsibilities and making decisions
on how conflicts should be managed includes
such considerations as competing interests
and values, alternative means of managing the
conflict, and the values and interests that
predominate among the various alternatives.

Instruction will provide a foundation for understanding the
history, resources, development, and government of
California and the United States of America.
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Guidelines for Selecting Areas
of Study and Settings

One of the purposes of this framework is to
encourage school districts to identify and select
areas of study and settings. Suggested guidelines
are presented for the selection of areas of study
and settings for those districts wishing assistance
with curriculum planning.

As used in this framework, the terms content,
areas of study, and settings are not synonymous.
Content refers to data, generalizations, and con-
cepts. Examples of areas of study are individual
and group development; ethnic-cultures within and
outside the United States; and local, state, and
national regions. Settings are specific places,
events, times, particular peoples, issues, and other
topics located within areas of study.

The following direction is provided by the
Education Code for the selection of areas of study:

Article 2. Course of Study for
Grades One Through Six

Areas of Study

8551. The adopted course of study for grades one
through six shall include instruction, beginning in grade
one and continuing through grade six, in the following
areas of study:

(c) Social sciences, drawing upon the disciplines of
anthropology, economics, geography, history, politi-
cal science, psychology, and sociology, designed to
fit the maturity of the pupils. Instruction shall
provide a foundation for understanding the history,
resources, development, and government of Cali-
fornia and the United States of America; the
development of the American economic system,
including the role of the entrepreneur and labor;
man's relations to his human and natural environ-
ment; eastern and western cultures and civilizations;
and contemporary issues.

Instruction in Social Sciences

8551.1. Instruction required by subdivision (c) of
Section 8551 in the area of study of social sciences shall
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also provide a foundation for understanding the wise use
of natural resources.

8553. Instruction in social sciences shall include the
early history of California and a study of the role and
contributions of American Negroes, American Indians,
Mexicans, persons of oriental extraction, and other
ethnic groups, and the role and contributions of women,
to the economic, political, and social development of
California and the United States of America, with
particular emphasis on portraying the roles of these
groups in contemporary society.

Guidelines for Selecting Art as of Study
1. Activities in areas of study should contrib-

ute to the students' education for civic liter-
acy and competence. Values with a demo-
cratic source, such as rule by law, represen-
tative government, and social justice, should
be included. The maturing individual is one
who develops an increasing understanding
of self, the society in which he or she holds
membership, and other societies.

2. Basic concepts should be treated with
increasing scope and complexity from
grade level to grade level.

3. ociety's needs dictate that critical issues
(e.g., the roles of women, consumer prob-
lems, multiethnic understanding, and per-
sonal identity) be examined consistently by
students in terms of past, present, and
future implications.

4. Studies of American heritage are essential,
including studies of state and local develop-
ment and the participation of all groups in
that heritage.

5. Students should be given opportunity for
decision making and for defending their
decisions.

6. Different methods should be provided for
the analysis of controversial issues.

7. A wide range of occupational choices
should be explored.

8. Areas of study should include both historic
and contemporary settings that allow for
comparative and contrastive analysis.

9. Content selected or introduced for any
instructional level must be appropriate to
student maturity and experience.

10. Activities in areas of study should contrib-
ute to student understanding of the roles
and contributions of women and members
of ethnic groups to the development of
California and the United States; and of the
diverse roles of women and members of
minority groups in contemporary society.

Guidelines for Selecting Settings
1. Settings should be selected which provide

the following:
a. A manageable data base to be processed

by students to formulate desired gener-
alizations, concepts, and values

b. A manageable social situation in which
generalizations, concepts, and values
can be used in investigations

2. Settings are not the goals to be studied but
are specific contextual descriptions of
human interactions to be processed
through the use of intellectual, work-study,
affective, and social participation skills.

3. Thus, students study aspects (areas of
study and settings) of humanity's broad
experience; they do not study the totality
of this experience.

Recommended Areas of Study
The following areas of study will be used in

kindergarten and grades one through twelve to
develop sequentially the five goals specified in this
publication. The areas of study that may be used in
any of the grade-level blocks are the following:

1. Individual and group development
a. Needs and wants
b. Issues: maturation, family. life, drug

abuse
c. Values: attitudes and self-identity
d. Individual and group relations

2. Ethnic cultures within and outside the
United States

3. Local, state, and national regions
4. AmeriCan heritage
5. Social and natural environments
6. World cultures and civilizations



7. Political systems of the United States and
the world

8. Economic systems of the United States and
the world

9. Contemporary issues
10. The roles and contributions of women and

members of ethnic groups

It is the recommendation of those who de-
veloped this framework that programs with con-
tinuity be presented in grades nine through twelve
by which students will be enabled to continue to
deepen their understandings of their own com-
munity, the nation, and other world societies. Such
a process of study should provide the continuity
and depth essential to the achievement of signifi-
cant growth by all students in relation to the

C

program goals for grades nine through twelve.
Studies should be so structured as to minimize
unnecessary repetition.

Studies at these grade levels may be area studies;
comparative culture studies; studies in which single
disciplines are used as the basis of study; interdisci-
plinary studies; and studies in which persistent
global problems of war, peace, poverty, human
rights, and participation in governmental decision
making are explored. Multiple sources of inspira-
tion and teaching strategies can be used in these
studies.

The potential content areas can be drawn from
the whole of mankind's experience, and there must
be included studies (a) specified in state law; and
(b) designed to achieve the recommended program
goals for kindergarten through grade twelve.

-
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ITeachers should develop increasingly more relevant learning experiences,
always in relation to the background and maturity of their students.
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Diagrammatic
Representations:

The Use of Illustrative Instructional Examples to
Demonstrate the Integration of Goals Within an
Area of Study

Figures 1 through 4 are examples presented in
this framework to underline the point of view
stated in this document. Most significant teaching
activities implement more than one of the broad
goals of a social sciences program and integrate
into the activity relevant learnings that extend
student understanding of more than one of the
interdisciplinary concepts.

It is the recommendation of those who de-
veloped this framework that teachers seek to
develop increasingly more relevant learning experi-
ences, always in relation to the background and
maturity of their students, that (1) are structured
to provide simultaneous growth in all or most of
the five broad goals of the social sciences; and (2)
are concerned with the expansion of learnings with
regard to not one but a constellation of the
interdisciplinary concepts.
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Observing
Discussing
Listening
Analyzing

Fig. 1 INTEGRATION OF GOALS Illustrative Instructional Example: Kindergarten and Grades One Through Three

Observing
Categorizing
Synthesizing
Evaluating

(making choices)

sKILts

Students will identify the reasons' for fighting on the
school grounds and develop a plan to reduce fighting.

Fig. 2 INTEGRATION OF GOALS Illustrative Instructional Example: Grades Four Through Six
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Data gathering
Analyzing

Synthesizing
Evaluating

Students will identify an issue of the past (e.g.,
Should the U.S. Constitution have outlawed slavery .

in 1787?) and propose an answer.

Fig. 3 INTEGRATION OF GOALS Illustrative Instructional Example: Grades Seven and Eight

Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

56

Students will identify 'a current issue (e.g., Should the
United States change its policy toward Israel?) and
propose a course of action.

Fig. 4 INTEGRATION OF GOALS Illustrative Instructional Example: Grades Nine Through Twelve
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Conclusion

The central purpose of social sciences education is to develop responsible citizens who will in turn
preserve and continue to advance progress toward a just society.

The suggestions offered to teachers, leaders in
curriculum development, school administrators,
and members of school district governing boards
are clear. Nothing short of educating young people
to become active participants in advancing civiliza-
tion toward an ever-widening participation of all its
members in the processes of disciplined, responsi-
ble consent can be looked upon as an adequate
goal for social sciences education in kindergarten
and grades one through twelve.

The social sciences have gained recognition as
collectively constituting a discipline of responsible
consent. In this definition the terms discipline and
responsible are central. The aim of this discipline is
to provide the student with the understandings and
skills to use and to value the processes of evidence,
reason, and judgment. The skills of the discipline
have been determined to be the intellectual,
work-study, valuing, and social participation skills.
The body of content has been determined to be
interdisciplinary and disciplinary concepts and
values.

.Responsible citizens are those who act with
knowledge and deep commitment. They serve as
models for those citizenship characteristics that
give direction to the selection of goals, objectives,
programs, practices, teachers, and allied personnel.

So that this framework may influence education
in California, implementation of its recommenda-
tions is essential. Assistance will be provided by the,
California State Department of Education in facili-
tating the development of an implementation
document in which the content of this framework
will be expanded to make its statements clearly
functional for the classroom teacher. Among those
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aspects of this document for which expansion is
needed are the following:

1. Discussion of optimal learning conditions
2. Varied methodological approaches and cri-

teria for their selection and use
3. Advice on effective patterns of staff develop-

ment and facilitation of programs of inservice
education

4. Discussion of the processes of curriculum
revision and implementation, with stress on
the essential involvement of students, parents,
teachers, and other educators

5. Assistance with the processes of evaluation
that would be effective in implementing the
goals of this framework

To function effectively in society. the individual needs the
skills of acquiring and validating knowledge.
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Appendix
Illustrative Example of the Implementation of the Social Sciences
Framework in Terms of a Social Science Discipline Economics

The purpose of this section is to show how the goals and
parameters of the social sciences framework may be
implemented in terms of individual social science disci-
plines. The illustrative discipline chosen is economics.
Because of space limitations, only two settings are used,
and the illustrative development is necessahly sketchy.

The relationships of the illustrative content and setting
to framework goals are identified by the placement of the
related goalspecified by a key word or phrase within
parentheses ( ) and in italics immediately following the
particular setting component or content element. The
relationships of setting to content are identified similarly
by the placement of the related content elements in
parentheses immediately following the setting component
to which they are related.

Note that, as the framework is implemented in other
social sciences, interdisciplinary integration can occur
through the commonality of the relationships between the
content elements of each discipline and (a) framework goals
and interdisciplinary concepts; and (b) settings.

Kindergarten Through Grade Three

I. Area of study: The Family Unit
II. Setting: Interdependence for Economic Survival and

Well-Being
In this setting a variety of family structures will be
explored; commonalities and differences among fam-
ilies will be identified; and the different ways in which
family members work together and depend on each
other for economic survival and well-being will be
studied.
Economics content relevant to setting (illustrative
only):
A. Concepts: division of labor, specialization, pro-

ductivity, economic interdependence (Goal I:
cooperation; scarcity; resources; technology; diver-
sity; decision making and choice; interdependence)

B. Institution: household
C. Explanatory relationships: Division of labor in-

creases productivity and generates interdepen-
dence. (Goal I: interdependence; Goal II: critical
thinking skill)

D. Terminology: producer, consumer
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IV. Grade-level objective (illustrative only):
Students will understand that the division of labor is
necessary so that the family may successfully meet its
economic needs. But the division of labor necessarily
creates interdependence; each family member is held
responsible for performing his or her functions effi-
ciently and dependably.

V. Development of setting (illustrative only):
A. Data-generating questions:

1. What is a family? Are all families alike? (Goal I:
diversity; Goal III: understandlrespect dif-
ferences)

2. How does your family divide the work to be
dune? (Content: division of labor) (Goal Ii:
critical thinking)

3. What happens when a family member doesn't
do his or her job? (Content: division of labor,
productivity) (Goal I: morality, social control,
power, citizenship, government and law; Goal
IV: values; Goal V: participation' in social
activities)

B. Student activity. Role-play the consequences that
may occur when family members fail to perform
their tasks. (Content: effect of the division of labor
on economic interdependence and productivity)
(Goal I: social control, government and law; Goal
II: self-directing capability; Goal IV: value de-
velopment)

Grades Nine Through Twelve

I. Area of study: The American Experience
II. Setting: The Great Depression and Its Effects on

Contemporary Life-Styles
In this setting will be shown how the Great Depression
of the 1930s affected the security of individuals and
families. The focus is on the solution to the problems
of the Great Depression and the effects on the life-
styles and attitudes of Americans today.

III. Economics content relevant to setting (illustrative
only):
A. Concepts: business cycle, gross national product,

purchasing power, free enterprise, mixed econ-
omy, fiscal policy, monetary policy, competition,
specialization, role of government in the economy,
economic interdependence (Goal I: interdepen-
dence; scarcity; conflict resolution; equality:
inequality; government and law; resources; tech-
nology; needs).

B. Institutions: banks, banking system, federal re-
serve system, market and price system
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C. Explanatory relationships: conditions whereby
levels of employment, income, and production are
determined in a market economy

D. Terminology: investment, consumption, labor
force, unemployment, full employment, govern-
ment regulation, money supply

E. Data, facts: statistics on unemployment, gross
national product, money supply, government
spending levels

IV. Grade-level objective (illustrative only):
Students will understand that the patterns of response
and the solutions adopted to cope with the economic
problems of the Great Depression generated changes in
the role of government and laws that have affected our
contemporary life-styles.

V. Development of setting (illustrative only):
A. Data-generating questions:

1. What people were hurt by the depression? How
were they hurt? (Content: unemployment,
purchasing power, gross national product)
(Goal I: equality-inequality, life-style, dignity
of man; Goal IV: societal values)

2. What are the issues involved in allowing unem-
ployment and poverty to persist among people
who are willing and able to work? (Goal I:
values, social control, change, lifestyle,. govern-
ment and law, power; Goal II: critical thinking;
Goal IV: social and personal values) (Content:
unemployment, government regulation, fiscal
policy, monetary policy, mixed economy)

3. What might have been alternative ways of
solving the problems of the Great Depression?
(Goal II: creative, critical thinking; Goal III:
understanding of differences; Goal IV: value
development)

4. How different might our life-styles be today if
there had never been a Great Depression? (Goal
II: creative, critical thinking; Goal IV: values)

B. Student activities:
1. Intepiew peisons (e.g., parents, grandparents)

who grew up in the Great Depression and
report your findings. Compare your present

life-style with what it might have been if you
had grown up during the Great Depression,
especially in terms of your role as a consumer
and your future career and job opportunities.
(Goal II: self-directing capability; Goal III:
undirstanding differences; Goal IV: social
values)



2. Explore and evaluate the views of economists
(a) who support a less restrained role of
government in the economy (e.g., Paul Samuel-
son); and (b) who support a more restrained
role of government in the economy (e.g.,
Milton Friedman). Wiite a report outlining
your position on the ideal role of government
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in preventing possible future depressions. (Con-
tent: role of government in the economy)
(Goal I: government and law, decision making
and choice; Goal II: critical thinking, valuing,
self-directing capability; Goal III: under -
standing, and respecting differences; Goal IV: w-
cietal values and individual value development)

Adopted courses of study and instructional
materials should reflect the principles of
learning... and the legal and educational
requirements of California.
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"We must be willing to walk avenues to a human frontier that will help us uncover for ourselves and
our children the mysteries of the social sciences just as we uncovered the mysteries.of the atom and
the moon." Wilson Riles
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